
A mobile app might look as a simpler version of a
website because it has much less features. If you look
into the dynamic world where the app is used, you can
see that the technology pace is high. There is much
competition and the device market is fragmented, the
end-users are volatile and very critical, and the social
media opinion has a high impact on the success rate of
the app. The app will not be used if there is no match
between the app and the user or if it is not in sync with
the behavior of the user.

If you get the question: “Here’s a mobile app, can you
test it and let me know what the quality is?” you can ask
yourself: “What can I test and do you have a
smartphone for me?” When I got this question I was
thinking in a different direction: “How did I get into this
situation?” because I know that it’s not about testing the
functionality. Testing mobile apps is about the
conditions surrounding the test. You need to have an
idea on which device, by whom, in which environment
and which test need to be executed. In this article I focus
on what you can do to get testing organized. The way
you organize your test is closely linked to the way the
total development and the total project are organized.
This context determines which test products you need
to deliver, when you should test, how the teams work

together, but also what the place of the mobile app is in
the total application landscape.

My mobile app context
I am part of a project that is executed by multiple
suppliers from the Netherlands, England, India and
Bulgaria. Each supplier is following its own
development approach. With more than 100 employees
that work on a new e-commerce program. The back-end
systems are developed in waterfall, the (mobile) website
is delivered in iterations and the mobile app is created
in an agile approach. The suppliers are responsible for
the unit and system tests, and need to give support
during the integration test phase. In total the end-2-end
chain has more than 20 applications that communicate
using an enterprise service bus. There is a central
planning for all suppliers and the program has a single
go-live moment.

The mobile app is only one of the important sales
channels, for each user group there is a different
channel. The different sale channels are using the same
back-end systems. In this way the mobile app is an
element in a complete end-2-end chain. The
organization has a very strong focus on the (physical)
logistic chain and the IT processes around it. But if you
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look as a tester to the market where the mobile app needs to operate, then you see a lot of competition between the
same kinds of apps, there are high demanding customers and time-to-market is more important than having a full
package of features.

As a tester I’m responsible for coordinating the user acceptance test phase (UAT). In other words: I need to organize
the tests for the internal business users and the external end-users. The opinion of and alignment with the external
end-users is crucial if the company wants to be successful. The challenge of organizing the mobile app test phase is
not only external but also internal. The internal context determines the freedom you have with organizing your
mobile app tests.

Coordinating the mobile app test phase
Coordination involves all the tasks from preparation, execution and evaluation of a test phase. This means that in
the end the mobile app has gone through an acceptance test. So what do you need to do to organize the acceptance
test, which tasks are present for a mobile app acceptance test? Visualized below is a (simplified) overview of
elements that need to be organized.

Schema 1: coordination elements

I will describe element one till five in this article. But that doesn’t mean that these are sequential steps. I usually start
with the element that is easy to do. Many elements need multiple rounds to fully work them out. Just for this article
I start with test plan, test lab, end users, test environment and test execution. I close with a summary, lessons
learned and a conclusion.

1. Test plan
There are two goals. The first one is ‘Find problems quickly’ and the second one is ‘Fit for purpose’. The ‘find
problems quickly’ goal is linked to the level Supplier Development Test, executed by the suppliers and the goal ‘Fit
for purpose’ is mainly linked to the test level user acceptance testing (end user experience). All development
approaches (waterfall, iterative and agile) plan differently and control the development process differently. By
participating in the supplier’s team, problems can be found more quickly and there is an early feedback on frontend
quality.

Because I’m part of a waterfall development team, I normally prepare the test cases will the software is being
developed. The end-user is then end of the development pipe-line. If I do this for a mobile app it’s impossible to
validate that what is developed is useful for the end user. My solution is that I as a tester must be pushed forward
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to the supplier and participate in the agile team. In this way I can work closely with the supplier and already
execute
test cases
with end
users (with
a very lim-
ited
scope).

Schema 2: participate in the suppliers agile team

Test strategy, test phases and test levels
Within each test level an application is tested from one or more perspective(s). Testing in perspectives is a broad
first approach. Depending on the test level the main focus and the breadth is different. The broad perspectives are
divided into twelve letters that make up the mnemonic: I SLICED UP FUN [1]. A perspective is for example the
Input possibilities into the devices like finger, voice and moving input from sensors. Other examples of perspectives
are Platform and Network conditions. Perspectives are used in the following way: for example we test on the two
latest version of the two platforms of iOS and Android with network conditions Wi-Fi and 3G network indoors,
outdoors and moving with new and active customers.

The product risk analysis (PRA) from the master test plan (MTP) and the perspectives for each test level supply all
the information to assign the total test time over the different front-ends. Stated below is an example of how to
apply the risks to the test levels and perspectives. For each business process a PRA is executed. The total test time
is following this risk analysis. The test time will be divided based on the risk for each business process, the test
levels and the different perspectives. The business process with the biggest risk for each test level will get the most
test time.

In the table below an example is give of the test levels and the perspective. With the number of plus signs the total
test time is divided. This table is applicable for all type of front-ends. One plus sign compared to three plus signs,
means that a perspective is given three times the amount of test time. So the plus sign indicates how long a
perspective should be tested on each test level. At the supplier the functionality needs to be developed, on system
integration level the data between the different systems has the focus, on end user experience testing the focus is on
the usability tests and the last level is the User acceptance testing where the focus is on user scenarios (can the
organization support all its business processes).

[1] - The mnemonic is further described in the following article by Jonathan Kohl is http://www.kohl.ca/articles/ISLICEDUPFUN.pdf
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Schema 3: test strategy example for test levels and perspectives

Tours
A perspective is tested by following a tour [2]. A tour is a specific type of exploratory testing [3], but can be extended
with other test techniques depending on the risk analysis. The tour takes a predefined time (session based), for
example an hour or a day, and focuses on a specific scenario. In other words a tour is a plan of attack. Possible tours
are the type of user (like a senior, a student, a mother and a technophobe), consistency tour (evaluate within app
pages and with platform guidelines) and the feature tour (functionality). The combination of the number of
perspectives and tours on the different test levels determines the test coverage and depth of testing. In schema 4
you can see an example of how a tour can be linked to a perspective.

[2] - A tour is defined by Cem Kaner as a directed search through the program. See also: http://www.kaner.com/?p=96
[3] - Exploratory Software Testing: Tips, Tricks, Tours, and Techniques to Guide Test Design, by James A. Whittaker
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Schema 4: tours and perspectives

To get started with the theory about tours you can use the book “Exploratory Software Testing: Tips, Tricks, Tours,
and Techniques to Guide Test Design” by James A. Whittaker.

2. Test lab
I believe that the real added value is in testing with real devices that are in the hands of end-users. This means that
there needs to be a shelf with physical devices and SIM cards that is refreshed every month. In total we use a set of
10 to 15 different devices in the closet that are used for a year. If every device costs about € 500 - this is an investment
of € 5000, to € 7500, to have a set of devices that is used by your end users. Below there are rules defined to select
devices. If the set of rules is stricter or more limited, the set of devices will be smaller.

The mobile device market is changing every month, that’s why every month a market analysis is performed to
monitor the changes and to compare the differences. With this monitoring, each supplier can see the trends in
popularity of devices and platforms and will need to update its testing to these new trends. The organization
expects that each supplier will use the data of the last month.

Assumptions
The following assumptions are applied during the analysis:

· Google analytics data is used for the current mobile app. The organization thinks it reasonable that the users
of these applications are representative to the future users.

· The data, number of visits, of the previous 3 months is used, so to calculate the popularity of a device,
browser, OS, etc. So for the month January 2014 the data from 01-11-2013 till 31-01-2014 is used.

· The data is refreshed every month by the organization and is also distributed to its suppliers
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Coverage calculation model
The market of devices is divided into three bases: 1) the target
base, 2) the installed base and 3) the possible base. The target
base are the devices and platforms the organization wants to
support, the installed base are the devices and platforms current-
ly used by consumers, and the possible base are the devices,
platforms and browsers that are available or will become availa-
ble to the market.

Overview of device/platform bases
From three different bases (target, installed and possible) a stra-
tegic choice should be made that takes the coverage (risks) and
available testing time into account. Schematic this strategic
choice is shown in the picture below. The red dots in the three
bases represent the selected devices and platforms.

Target base
This base is using the mobile app (existing user group) or the organization wants them to become a user (new user
group). The diversity in this group is big and not all devices and platforms can be supported, that’s why an optimal
set of devices and platforms need to be selected to give support to a big user group.

Installed base
This base is using the mobile app but is not in the target of the organization. It is possible that this group (upcoming
user group) can be added to the target base in the future. So the applications should be ‘friendly’ to the users in this
group. The business rule to be: the device and platform that is the biggest grower compared to the last period and
is not in the target base.

Possible base
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This base is not using the front-end applications. It is possible that these externals are willing to tryout the
applications and then become part of the target. So the application should be ‘attractive’ to the users in this group.
The business rule to be: The device that is most popular and doesn’t have the mobile app installed.

To make a strategic choice business rules are needed to analyze the data of the market and select a specific device
and platform. Here below are the business rules described.

Business rules

Analysis
All the rules should be applicable and so they work like an extending set. With every rule the set of selected devices,
platforms and browsers become bigger (extending). The rules start with rule a) on Target and then follows the table
in paragraph 1 (business rules). If a device is selected then this becomes green (target and possible) or red (installed).

The resulting print screen of the market analysis is found below.  In the selected devices are highlighted in the color
green.

Schema 5: device market analysis
The above image is available in high resolution at our website. Please click here to see it.
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3. End users
The personas are the voice of the consumer, the end user. The consumer behavior and usage of a mobile application
is a determining factor for the market success. The behavior and usage is described in personas or user types. The
Personas are fictional characters, based on actual data, who depict target user populations. Personas are fully
worked out like a character in a book of film. With more detail it is better to understand how and why a character
uses an application in a specific case. By using the personas within the development process the consumer becomes
a stakeholder that determines what the product should look like. During the End User Experience Test level real
consumers from the different groups are executing the tests.

Here is an example given of what a description can look like.
This is a pure example. The name of the persona is Karin,
she is Mrs. ideal and on the left is her picture. Karin is family
woman of 30 years, well-educated (academic), works part-
time for 3 days, has multiple children, buys groceries one
time a week with her own car, she buys bigger amount of
products at one time, Karin uses internet daily and also
purchases products online, she has a smart phone and a
laptop. If Karin has a problem she reports this and she
knows the offers and the normal price of a product. Karin is
a capable self-aware mother that uses her time efficient and
effective.

Good extra sources to create personas:
∙ http://mobilemixed.com/mm047-how-to-create-customer-and-mobile-personas/
∙ http://www.interactionbydesign.com/presentations/olsen_persona_toolkit.pdf
∙ https://sites.google.com/site/superuserfriendly/
∙ http://www.cooper.com/journal/2008/05/perfecting_your_personas
∙ http://www.cooper.com/journal/2008/05/reconciling_market_segments_an

4. Test environment
The more the environment looks like the production environment the more realistic the test results. The office chair
and the test room need to be replaced by the end-user environment. The mobile app is not an isolated application.
Behind the application is a complete logistic chain. The back-end is unlocked to the mobile app via an Application
Programming Interface (API). Next to fact that the mobile app needs to be distributed to the smartphones, the
mobile app needs public access, via the API, to the back-end applications. It needs to be publicly accessible because
the end-user should be able to go into a car, train or walk around in a building when using the mobile app.

5. Test execution
The execution of tours was very new for the organization. To get the execution process working properly, multiple
rounds are needed. We started with a pilot with two regular internal end-users and with two smartphones (one
Android and one iOS). Both users where women, more than one year experience with a smartphone, used to buy
online, have a car and willing to try out new innovations. The pilot was executed at the supplier of the mobile app.
In this way it was easier to connect to the backend environment and get the output of the test back to supplier. In
this way we had the chance to fine tune the execution process. After the pilot we selected the end-users by using
the personas, in the real test environment and upscale to all the selected smartphones.

Summary
If you put all the previous points and add the management support within the organization together the following
summary of steps are executed during all the test phases:
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1. Define a test approach with a strategy
2. Find management support for your test approach
3. Find supplier support for your test approach
4. Perform a device market analysis
5. Perform a persona analysis
6. Implement the test strategy to link it to test tours
7. Workout all the tours
8. Make a detailed test plan (combination of tour, devices, personas with dates and time)
9. Perform a tryout and review all the test tours (during supplier development)
10. Perform the system integration tests
11. Execute all the UAT test tours
12. Release and submit to app store
13. Perform production tests (pilot or beta)
14. Monitor the customer response

Lessons learned
Getting the test organized for the mobile app is far from easy. Introducing a new front-end was accompanied by a
new way of developing within the organization. This means a cultural change in the organization. While I’m
trained in the traditional testing school where you start with a test plan and all of the preparation should be done
before the test execution can start, my usual approach didn’t fit the context. Testing mobile app is a complex job that
needs to be done in short time frame. I didn’t have time to work out everything and I learned this by experiencing
it. This is not trial and error but learning by feeling the result of a choice. The learning curve is much shorter through
direct feedback. The lesson is that the organization needs to accept that not everything is worked out, you need
multiple rounds to find out what a good process is. It’s all about giving trust to the people. Important to remember
is to take small steps and repeat them multiple times.

Traditionally I start with which functionality needs to be tested, but if you look at the world of the mobile app than
you see that other perspectives are more important. I started with this goal to introduce different perspectives but
I experienced that it’s very hard to let it go. Silently, like a bad habit, the functional view keeps coming up again.
My lesson is that it takes time to learn how to test in the different perspectives. After making five test tours I got
better at it.

There are also new tasks for a test coordinator. It can be a big challenge to define business rules to select devices
from the market and use these rules with data from Google analytics. Another challenging task is creating and
using personas. The first time I defined a test tour in a perspective it was hard to think in tasks and goals instead of
pre-conditions, steps and expected results. Executing tours with end-users on selected smartphones in the (real)
environment is a multi-tasking exercise of a higher order.

Introducing the role of the end-user is different in every development style. The end-user is not the result of the
pipe-line but needs to be part of the whole life cycle. It is crucial to be on the same page with the end-user. The
opinion of the end-user is the real frame of reference and can change the way you look at the specifications, it can
change the priority and add new ones. Within our project there was a strong focus on specifications on paper and
not an open discussion how and when the end-user comes into the play. The result was a lot of rework during the
project phase but also after introduction to get in-line with the users.

Conclusion
There is not one way to manage a mobile app test phase. I learned by looking at others. My first and biggest lesson
was how hard it was to get the most relevant end-user to perform test cases at the most valuable moment during
development. The second important lesson is that a big part of my job is promoting my mission. Making presenta-
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tions to the organization about why developing mobile apps and testing mobile apps is different from developing
and testing a website.

Marc is a test consultant at Polteq and is more than 7 years working as a coordinator and system test-
er. He has a lot of experience in testing in a technically oriented context, such as telecom, SOA, test
automation, development of stubs and drivers and testing API’s. Marc has given training and coach-
ing locally but also to the outsourced test teams in India. In his current job he coordinates all the
mobile app testing for a big Dutch supermarket chain. He holds a MSc. of the University of Eind-
hoven in the Netherlands and is ISTQB advanced certified (TA).
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